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                            Dr. Renato Calabria

Board-certified plastic surgeon, Dr. Renato Calabria, has a reputation as a true artisan, with world-class boutique practices in Beverly Hills, Palm Springs, Rome, and Milan. For Dr. Calabria, complete excellence is his criterion, pleasing the aesthetic sensibilities of his patients from Italy and beyond.

Schedule Virtual Consultation
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                                            Composing Art With Surgical Craft


                                            
                                        
                                        
                                            Vertical Facelift


                                        
                                        The vertical facelift prioritizes discreteness and stealth, allowing the signs of surgery to escape admirers completely. Dr. Calabria’s strategic placement of sutures and incisions in hidden positions enables the face to heal more rapidly and appear more youthful than with a traditional facelift.
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                                            Adjustable Facelift


                                        
                                        The adjustable facelift affords the foresight and flexibility of future corrections to more efficiently combat imminent aging. Fundamentally preventive in its design, the adjustable facelift takes advantage of non-absorbable and absorbable sutures to make forthcoming facelift surgery more accessible to revisit. Dr. Calabria’s relentless pursuit of a lifetime beauty is what makes the adjustable facelift endure the test of time.
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                                            Innovation Meets Regeneration


                                            
                                        
                                        
                                            Stem Cell Facelift


                                        
                                        Harness the regenerative forces of your own body with the forward-thinking techniques of Dr. Calabria’s stem cell-enhanced facelift. The stem cell-enhanced lift uses adult stem cells that are harvested and then purified, combining years of breakthrough research and Dr. Calabria’s surgical mastery for unprecedented results. Find joy in the restored volume of your face and exquisite skin that resists signs of age.
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                                            One-Stitch Facelift


                                        
                                        The one-stitch facelift is the result of Dr. Calabria’s lifetime pursuit towards perfection, modifying time-tested methods for capturing youth and beauty in the most efficient and effective ways. Inspired by the age-old Hollywood trick that used tape to pull loose skin upward, Dr. Calabria evolved this concept to create refined, vastly superior results. With minimal downtime and invasiveness, the one-stitch facelift is essential for breathtaking allure.
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                                                Ultramodern, Natural Design


                                            
                                            
                                                Breast Augmentation


                                            
                                            Dr. Calabria’s breast augmentation philosophy applies groundbreaking techniques to reach the highest forms of authenticity and realism. From the shape to texture to size, a variety of implants are available to meet the individual needs and balance of a patient’s anatomical framework. 
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                                                Minimal Scarring & Short Recovery


                                            
                                            
                                                Tummy Tuck


                                            
                                            Indulge in the elegance of your abdomen with Dr. Calabria’s award-winning methods for sculpting slim, harmonious, lush contours. By carefully removing excess skin and tightening the abdominal wall, Dr. Calabria uncovers curves and angles that will make the unique proportions of your silhouette radiate charm.
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                                    Dr. Calabria                                


                            
                            Dr. Renato Calabria is a California board-certified plastic surgeon that specializes in cosmetic plastic surgery of the face, breast, and body. Dr. Calabria has been named one of “America’s Top Plastic Surgeons” by the Consumer Research Council of America and was profiled in the best-selling book “The Beauty Makers,” representing the country’s best plastic surgeons. If you want the tell-tale signs of your surgery to go unnoticed while obtaining natural-looking, “not done” results, then you can appreciate Dr. Calabria’s philosophy, innovative surgical approach, and relentless pursuit of perfection and beauty.

Never too excessive. Never too flamboyant.

 About Dr. Calabria 
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                                            My best friend had a face-lift. She looks amazing. It seems to have taken fifteen years off of her face. It is truly amazing what Dr. Renato Calabria has accomplished to restore beauty to youth. I have scheduled my first appointment.


                                            
                                        


                                    


                                
                                                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        

                                            Dr. Calabria is the best doctor to deal with for a bit of a lift. He was really enjoyable to talk to. Made me feel at ease for every part of the process. There’s nothing like it.


                                            
                                        


                                    


                                
                                                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        

                                            Dr. Calabria has given me results that I never imagined I could have. After his performance on my face I have a new found confidence I didn’t have before. And it’s more than just a physical thing as his entire staff makes me feel warm and welcome every time a pay a visit.
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                    Before and After Photos - individual results may vary. Some images may be models. 
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